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S DISCLAIMER

IThis study represents the views of the author and does not necessarily reflect the official
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Loan copies of this document nay be obtained through the interlibrary loan desk of Air

i University LAbrary, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama 36112-5564 (telephone [205] 953-7223 or
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I ABSTRACT

STITLE: Somalia and Vietnam: "Deja Vu All Over Again"

AUTHOR. James M. Corrigan, Lieutenant Colonel

During the recet involvemen in Somalia, U.S. leadership likely repeated mistakes that were

made by senior leaders during the Vietnam conflict. This article uses the questions posed by Philip

A. Crowl in his Harmon Memorial Lecture presented to the U.S. Air Force Academy in 1977 as a

basis to compare the two conflicts and show areas where we did not apply lessons of the Vietnam

conflict to Somalia. Besides illustrating general similarities of the two conflicts, the article discusses

in detail how military strategy did not support national objectives in each conflict. Additionally, the

article states that future conflicts in the post Cold War world are likely to resemble the Somalian

i scenario where cultural friction exists. In such crises it is critical to establish national objectives that/

5m present viable exit options and design military strategy that is not so limited that achieving

objectives is impossible. Finally, the article suggests that it is impossible to directly apply lessons

learned in one conflict to future crises. Rather, knowing the lessons of past conflicts allows one to

selectively apply these lessons when facing new challenges.
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SOMALIA AND VIETNAM: "DEJA VU ALL OVER AGAIN?"I
We need to bmwfir instance, what assiumto"s ledI Americans to conclhde that it was desirable and
feasible to engage in "nationbulding"-. a mammoth
somehow coaodwaedprogram of social engineering
to rewrs in a matter of years, the historical
wxhin , s ofaw a #riba1W etwnic and religious

Rand study of Vietnam, 1969 (8:6)

Our critical error was to ignore one of the iron laws
of war: Never go in without knowing how you are
going to get ova Successive American
administrations &oped our commitment by
increments-first in ai4 then in noncombat advisors,
andifimlfy in combat soldiers-without having clearly
in mind how these increases would achieve our

Former President Nixon, 1985 (20:46) 
LZ

i Retired Colonel Harry Summer states, "History...repeats itself-the first time as tragedy, the

I second time asfmace." (23:16) 1 submit that history does not necessarily repeat itself. However as

the above quotes show, we often repeat the mistakes of old conflicts when presented with new

challenges. When determining what role the U.S. will play when facing new crises, it is the

i responsibility of ciili and military leaders to avoid repeating mistakes by applying the lessons

learned from previous conflicts. Our current involvement in Somalia suggests that we did not learn/

from the mistakes made in previous military confrontations; most notably Vietnam.

There are several noteworthy similarities as well as unique circumstances surrounding these

two conflicts. What follows is a comparison of the two events. By a nd comparing

mistakes made, we can hopefully avoid saying "Deja Vu all over again" when presented with similar

I conflicts in the future. In this comparison I will first set the stage by addressing general similarities.

1 2



I will then discuss the conflicts in detail by applying the six questions posed by Philip A. Crowl in

his Harmon Memorial Lecture at the U.S. Air Force Academy on 6 October 1977. In Crowi's view,

histo suggests that strategst ask several questions before engaging in any war or actions that may

lead to war. (14:1) By using these questions as a basis for analysis, one will see that U.S. senior

leadership likely repeated mistakes of the Vietnam conflict in Somalia. Additionally, one will learn

that Somalia has presented unique challenges which are in fact, very difficult to solve. -

[ GENERAL SIMILARITIES - VIETNAM AND SOMALIA

SIMILARiTY 1: A NEW WORLD ORDER

When looking at U.S. international standing before Vietnam and Somalia, two similarities

appear. First, prior to each conflict, the U.S. was in a single-power hegemony position. Secondly, p1

because of the hegemonic standing, the U.S. perceived that entry into each conflict was in its

national interests. Regarding Vietnam, one can argue that the groundwork was completed for

entering the war after World War HI. ,• ed-*stoiian Thomas McCormick states of this time,

"America emergedfrom WWII as the dominant power par excellence led by aforeign policy.. [and

was] determined to use that power to reconstruct the world system after 10 years of terrible

depression." &'(•!85) In other words the U.S. possessed "single power hegemony...that one single

nation-state has paramount superiority over every other nation-state in terms of economic, military,

and ideological power." (9:84) Although true hegemony lasted for less than a decade, or until the

Soviet Union exploded a nuclear test bomb in 1949, the U.S. continued to lead the world in

Seconomic and social development. (9:86)

,r-
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With hegemony, the U.S. assumed respolsbility to help rebuild other major world

economies. Through the Marshall and Dodge plans, we undertook to rebuild the European and

Japanese economies. To make a long story short, our perceived role as a world leader guided our

efforts in the Pacific to rebuild the Japanese economy and protect her markets in Southeast Asia.

This fact, combined with concern for Soviet expansion (Domino Theory) set the stage for our

entrance into the Vietnam conflict. (9;87) We felt that it was our duty to protect the free world: a

fact articulated by President Harry Truman in 1947 when he proclaimed, "It must be the policy of

the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed

minorities or by outside pressures." (18:373) This policy continued through the Kennedy

administration and was illustrated in the new President's inaugural address: ft - -

Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or .* -

ill that we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet
any hardship, support anyfrienat oppose any foe, to - K
assure the success of liberty. (12:245)

With temporary hegemony, concern for the Domino Theory, and our role as a beacon of democracy,

we understandably concluded that freedom of South Vietnam was in our national interests.

In comparison with the pre-Vietnani years, the U.S. has returned to a position of hegemony.

The Cold War is over for the time being, and we stand as the world's strongest economic and

military power, again facing the decision of reverting to isolationism, becoming the world's

policeman, or abdicating that role to the United Nations. It appears that Somalia has occurred when

we were facing the dilemma of determining what national interests and policy should be comprised

of to deal with the post Cold War world. Michael Mandebaum, President Clinton's campaign

advisor on foreign policy concurs by stating:

4



I think we're kind offloundering with the end of the
Cold War. We'e lost our roadmap. During the Cold
War we knew what our foreign policy was and
everything was geared to a fight with the Soviet
Union. (19:lla)

U.S. policy tends to be shifting from the hegemonic role that was present after WWH and

the immediate post Cold War period. The current administration is concentrating on domestic

affairs (similar to Johnson's Great Society program) and making unprecedented defense budget '•

reductions. Somalia however challenged the new administration before the it could determine

national interests and policy for this new world order.

SBMARfTY #2: NEW ADMINISTRATIONS WITH DOMESTIC AGENDAS

Although President Kennedy had increased our Vietnam presence to 16,500 advisors before

his death, it was new Democratic President Johnson who inherited the dilemma on whether to

introduce large force numbers into Vietnam. (9:245) LBJ had not supported the U.S. sponsored

coup of the Premier of South Vietnam, Ngo Dinh Diem, and he was immediately faced with the

tough decision of providing more monetary aid to the South Vietnamese government. After hearing

a brief by Secretary of Defense MacNamara only two days after Kennedy's assassination, the

president said:

So, they'll think with Kennedy dead we've lost < /
heot.. The Chinese. The fellas in the Kremlin... They'll
be wondering just how far they can go...! told them
they got it-more if they need it [reference financial -7
aid to South Vietnam...lI told them to go back and tell 1/ ,
those generals in Saigon that Lyndon Johnson intends
to stand by our worc4 but by God, I want something
for my money...and I want them to leave me alone,
because I've got some bigger things to do right here

5



at home...I feel like I just grabbed a big juicy worm
with a right shorp hook in the middle of it...(24:2)

The above quote illustrates President Johnson's view of the Vietnam war. It was a war he

had inherited, one that interfered with his greater domestic plans, and one that he wanted to win with

minimum time spent on formulating strategy. His feeling on war in general can be summed by a

quote he made in July 1965: "Every time we have gotten to the culmination of our dreams, the war

bells haw rung ...If we have tofight, Wll do tha But I don't want...to be known as a War President."

(2:87)

In comparison, the current administration inherited an equally uncertain situation in Somalia.

President Bush committed troops under U.S. command in Somalia with the sole purpose to

guarantee the distribution of food to a starving population. (22:14) He did not try to disarm any

belligerents. However, the current administration, with emphasis on using United Nations command

structure, permitted the U.N. Secretary-General to use military forces in a manhunt for a renegade

leader. Under U.N. control the mission has been expanded beyond the original mission espoused

by the Bush administration. I will return to this later. Concerning this shift in objectives, Colonel

Harry Summers states, "Like LBJ, he [President Clinton] inherited a foreign policy debacle in

making, an= like Johnson, he has managed to make the problem even worse..." (23:16) The end

result is that the current administration, like the Johnson administration, has inherited a complex

situation with little opportunity to establish a policy. Compounding the problem is president

Clinton's mandate to concentrate on domestic affairs.

L4041.,7 C'
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COMPARISON #3: CIVILIAN - MILITARY DISCONNECTS?

Although the Clinton administration has shown some confidence in military leadership, there '/

are several areas that resemble conditions in the Johnson administration during the Vietnam war.

Regarding LBJ, there is no question on how he felt about the qualifications of his military leaders:

"I'm suspicious of the military.. They are always so
narrow in their appraisal of everything. They see ,, - ? .
everything in militay terms." (23:16).• . .__

In Shadow on the White House George Herring attributed LBJ's mistrust and poor

understanding of the military to two factors: One, his brief tour in the military, and two, his

emphasis on domestic issues during his political career. (2:89) Herring continues by saying that

President Johnson states he had "...no illusions of military expertise... Ifwe start making the military

decisions, I wonder why we paid to send them to West Point." (2:97)

To date, President Clinton has shown some trust of military leadership, but due to his lack

of military experience, he has a reputation for incomplete understanding of the military profession.

Like Johnson, he has spent the majority of his career involved in domestic issues, and has a very

aggressive domestic agenda as President. Additionally, the administration's efforts to reduce the

armed forces and the controversy surrounding the homosexual issue have added to the feeling of a

lack of understanding of the profession of arms.

More importantly however, is the similarity of personalities both presidents selected to be

their advisors, particularly in the areaof SECDEFi ýsnd staffers. President Johnson relied on Robert

MacNamara heavily for advice during the Vietnam conflict. MacNamara was a brilliant manager

who gained respect for bringing the PPBS decision making process to the Pentagon. (11:250) From

mid-1965 it was well known that there were significant differences between MacNamara and JCS

* ~~7 -



It on Vietnam military strategy. (12:245) MacNamara was not concerned with "keeping the military

happy" and preferred not to have the entire JCS meeting with the president. (12:249) As a result,

there was little military representation at key Vietnam decision making meetings, and as Douglas

Kinnard says, "Failure to cary thvrugh the intent of that statute [using JCS as advisors] was to have

some rather profound consequences on the conduct of the Vietnam war." (12:249) Up until 1967

key military decisions concerning the air campaign were made at the Tuesday luncheon without any

representation from the military. (12:249) 1s / -

MacNamara also relied heavily on a civilian staff of "whiz kidd" to assist in formulating

strategy, force requirements and resolving competing military issues. This allowed him to be an

active participant in all military strategy issues and tended to further erode the military's

contribution. Kinnard says, "In effect, it was allegee4 decisions were being made by civilians on

military questions without proper consultation with the professional military." (12:51)

Additionally, defense decisions tended to become political involving influential congressmen, a call

from the White House, or "Even by a career commitment on the part of some official in the

Pentagon." (12:251)

Regarding the role of civilian advisors,.-1onel Summers says, "Defense Secretary Robert

MacNamara and his 'whiz-kid' underlings had a willful ignorance of things military and their

'straegies' of gradualism were instrumental in our defeat [in Vietnam]." (23:16) Concerning use

of civilian advisors rather than military expertise in the Vietnam bombing campaignelnel A.L.

Gropman states:

... Key civilian advsors did not understand how air
power had contributed to victory in the second World
War, especially in the Pacific Theatre, and how it had
helped end the ugly stalemate in Korea in 1953. They

* 8



also would not listen to those who did Their
complete misre•Ang of the enemy, combined with
their Ymwx#n of air power, led to a series of

ii bombing halts in the false hope that the North
ViReaese, with relief from limited pressure, would
see the error of their ways and negotiate a peace or
witWhaw ifo South Vietnwm. (7:274)

In comparison, former Defense Secretary Aspin and the current administration have relied

to a certain edtent on civilian "whiz-kid' advice in military strategy. For instance, Secretary Aspen's

rejection of a military request for additional armor to protect American forces in Mogadishu appears

to have been recmmended by his civilian advisors who were concerned about congressional alarm

at the force build up. Shortly after denial of the military request, 13 U.S. soldiers were killed, 77

wounded, and three helicopters were lost in fighting with uerrilli n

I whether or not additional armor would have prevented this incident, a controversy ensued. In

response to the incident Senator John McCain, an Arizona Republican said, "I think we need tofind

out how many lives were lost because of the refusal of the civilian leadership in the Pentagon to

listen to the military leadership." (5:1) Not one to mince words, Harry Summers says of the

incident:

Ovifian-appointee "whiz-kid" wannabes crowed
about how they were going to 'reimpose' civilian
cotr over the military.. but when the consequences
of their petty power trip [Mogadishu killings] turned
bkld, they did not have the moral courage to stand
by their actions. (23:16)

Clearly, civilian control is a critical component of our democratic society. However, when

one takes the "military" out ofthe military strategy formulation process, as occurred in Vietnam and

in the above incident in Somalia, one undermines the development of sound strategy. When forces

9



Sare cono itted to a conflict, it is the obligation of m ilitary leaders to articulate m ilitary

g strategy and provide military advice to key civilian leadership. Furthermore, sound military advice

depends on profesonal competency. When the decision is made not to use advice based purely on

I political concerns, it is important that both civilian and military leaders look at the impacts of the

decision. Impacts may in fact make it impossible for the military strategy to achieve objectives.

Leaders then should make every effort to protect the military forces involved until alternative

military strategy can be formulated to pursue the original objectives, or change the objectives. This

we did not do in Vietnam or in the Somalian example above.

3The general similarities of the Vietnam and Somalia conflicts are apparent. A more in depth

comparison of the two events in terms of Crowl's key questions reveals similarities in national

objectives and military strategy relationships. Additionally, this examination highlights unique

issues in Somalia that have application for the future.

QUESTION #1: WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

Before entering any conflict or action where troops may have to face combat, it is critical to

have a clear understanding of the specific national interests, policies, or objectives to be achieved

by the proposed action. Additionally, leaders should determine the value attached to the objectives.

In regard to objectives, Carl von Clausewitz said that "War is ...a continuation of political

intercourse, carried on with other means." (10:07)

Additionally, he said that the original motive for war or the political objective, will determine

the military objective and the amount of effort it requires. (10:8 1)

10
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Depending on wl%*j scholar you believe, there are many diferent reasons teUS nee

the Vietnam war. Ideas may vary from protecting France's interest, Containment, the Domino

Theory, or our hegemonic view as the world's policeman. (2:28,29,32,43) What did make Vietnam

I a national interest to the U.S.? I offer that we entered the war for all of the above reasons. As I

3 have discussed, after kwII our position of hegemony followed by the advent of the Cold War,

pbAce the U.S. in the lead in the struggle for good against evil; for the weak in the struggle against

I ~the strong. In 1991 author David Levy wrote the following in his book, ThIDbc atgOvriiam

3 explaining our powerfu justification for greater involvement in world affairs g the Cold War

* years:

..That justification consisted of an appeal toffulflil clear
moral adutes whaenever such basic principles as justice, TIfiredovn, an~d emorac~y wer wider affack by unscrupulous
men and nations. Americans were called by their most
cherished ideal&.. To stana! for dfecency, for charity and

protection of the weak.. (13:19)3 Levy suggests that Vietnam occurred in a time when these ideals were a driving force in

determining our national interests. (13:20) In battling this evil, our policy of Communist

S Containment supported this national interest. Containment had become our policy beginning with

3 the Mlarshail plan, to help rebuild Europe after WW II to strengthen it against Communist influence,

to the Korea Peninsula, where we felt communism had gone beyond mere subversionary tactics.

(13:16) Given our national interests andC~ntainnmnt policy the stage was set for our entrance into

3 Vietnam. But what was our policy and supporting national objectives there?

a President Kennedy made the first clear policy statement concerning South Vietnam when he
said "77m securty of South Vieftm, is a major interest of the United States as other free nations."

3 (13:3) We were convinced we were defending an attack from an outside aggressor, namely North

S -. 1- -T-



Swo Vu Pm. r Johnson, justifin why America was entering the conflict, said, ... In ordw r to

help drfend a beawmpeople who ame wndr a• that as controlled and that s directed froma outlsi

their cowmy." (13:37) Thus, our national military objective became that of preventing the defeat

5 ~ ~of South Vietnam by the North. ~~ '7

3Tie above infrmation is inportant to set the stage, but let us refer back to the onginal question

-what is it all about? In retrospect, I contend that Vietnam was about a civil war; not about South

Vietnam facing defeat by another country. Senator George McGovern said in 1987:

(The conflict] ... Was alwoys described by the Johmson -I Chnisuton and the Nixon adninistration as aggression
from the north against the soudt..But in reality is that it
was essentially a struggle between two groups of

ietminese for cotrol of their country: one group that had
fought against the French and tried to establish
independence; another group which to a great extent had
playe little or no role in tdha struggle or...had gone along

g without protest against French rule. (9:19)

I mwgest, as does Senator McGovern, that we did not understand Vietnam history and its culture as

it applied to the conflict. The Cold War mentality led us to believe that any Communist insurgency

especially in this area of the world was supported by Beijing or Moscow. (9:22) An example of

poor U.S. understanding of the situation involved our perceptions of what motivated Ho Chi Minh.

He was a Communist but he was not a puppet of China as we suspected. He had dealt with China

to get them out of Vietnam in 1946, but said, "I would rather smell French dung for five years than

eat Chinese duhngfor a .housandyaa ." (9:22) Had we understood that this was a civil war, it may

have influenced our decision to support the South Vietnamese goverznment early on; and introduce

forces in their defense as the war escalated.

12 - .,_ ,- S' . .
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5 Maiming it is about a civil war, our national objectives of defending the South from the North,

g can be likened to an independent country taking sides with the Confederates duing the American

Civil War. Or, to carry it one step further, if Vietnam was a civil war, we could have been

I interfering with a countryos right of self-determination. (9:3)

3 In discussing Somalia and what it is all about, we can see that the issue becomes easily clouded.

First it was about feeding the starving. As we turned our forces over to U.N. controlý it was about

I a civil conflict and a manhunt for a renegade general. I suggested earlier, we are currently

3 experiencing a post Cold War dilemma on how to deal with hegemony and its world-wide

implications. Additionally, our national interests have always been based on doing what we think

is morally right; supporting good versus evil and in Somalia's case, helping to reduce starvation in

San undernourished population.

g The national objective in Somalia was clearly spelled out by then President Bush when he sent

troops under U.S. command ".. to e bdwiy of U.N. relief supplies." (17:14) On 5 May

1 93, with food flowing the starving being fed, President Clinton declared:

Today food is flowing and schools and hospitals are
reopening. Though there is still much to be done if
enrng peace is to prevail, one can now envision the day
when Somalia will be reconstructed as a functioning civil
society. (22:14)

In May 1993 then, evidence shows that we had accomplished the national objectives that were

originally spelled out by President Bush\ "However, one month later our troops were engaged in

daily fighting with Aidid's forces. Additionally, the new administration was sending more troops

to aid in the hunt for General Aidid. It appears that after accomplishing the goal of ensuring food

distribution, the U.S. continued to remain active in Somalia, with troops at risk, with no clear future

13 -
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3g policy or obtives. Now under the Un•il Nations command, as U.S. forces became more

involved in the hunt for Aidid, U.S. leadbp_.began to realize that many Somalians did not warn

us interfing in their civil conflict.

The ogmial Somalian objekives became obscured and confused when the U.S. ceded command

Sand control authority of U.S. troops to the United Nations (under UNOSOM 11). (14:5) "In

scssive resohiom the UN. chrged these soldiers with the broad responsibilities ofpolitical

i recocfldon aInd restoaon of law andorder in Somaliac" (17:2)

5 If one looks closely at the history of Somalia, we can see that it has continually experienced

internal conflicts. Even after gaminig its independence in 1960, internal conflict continued. As late

as 1991 Aidid was in a battle with other clan leaders for control of Mogadishu. As many as 30,000

Somalis were killed in these recut battles. (1:16) All together in 1992, there were 14 clans fighting

for control of the country's leadership. These wars were severely disrupting food distribution,

including relief supplies from the U.N. (1:16) contend that the U.S. took sides in a civil war when

our troops, under U.N. command, initiated the manhunt for Aidid.

We've discussed the similarities in national policy and objectives in Vietnam and Somalia. It

is arguable that we entered civil wars. The U.S. entered each conflict driven by national policy that

was inherited by new adminitrions. In the Vietnam conflict, our national objectives became

preventing defeat of the south. In Somalia. our national objectives shifted from ensuring the

distribution of food, to one of restoring law and order under U.N. command. With shifting and

clouded national objectives, one can see that designing military strategy that supports the national

objectives becomes very difficult.

14 !
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QUESTION #2: IS THE NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY TAILORED TO MEET
THE POLITICAL OBJECTIVES?

Crowi asserts that there must be close collaboration between political ends and the military

I strategy to meet those ends. (4:6) It follows that if the military strategy does not support the

I political objectives, then the military strategy must be changed. (4:6) In discussing the correlation

between political objectives and military strategy in Vietna it is instructive to discuss the late 1964

and early 1965 time frame and the "Rolling Thunder" bombing campaign. This was a time when

the Johnson adnistrto became concerned over lack of progress in settling the conflict. As was

earlier said, Johnson had inherited the Vietnam situation when Kennedy was assassinated. Kennedy

had not faced the tough decisions regarding escalation of the war. LBrs national objectives in

November 1964 were stated to be: () Get Hanoi and North Vietnam support and direction removed

from South Vietnam. 0) Re-establish an independent and secure South Vietnam with appropriate

safeguards, including the freedom to accept U.S. and other external assistance. ® Maintain the

security of other non-Communist nations in Southeast Asia. (23 :19) c'vI

In achieving these objectives, the military had advocated "Stronger, faster use offorce based

on applyng maxmum practxable conventional military power in a short time." (24:19) Civilian

leadership however, "...worriedabout relentless military pressurefor escalation of war." (2:98) As

a result, there was no logical strategy formulated to accomplish the stated objectives. (24:98)

Additionally, the President insisted on day-to-day micro-management on the tactical aspects of the

war. George Herring in Shadow On The White House, says that LBJ's:

I Entirely political manner of running the war, his
consensus-oriented modus operandi...on issues of
bombing targets, bombing pauses and troop
levei&..managed to keep controversy under control by
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I mtmWd cncwsons to each side without giving any side

what it wanted. (2:98)/

3Prsiden Johnson and Secretary MacNamara "...saw their primary task as maintaining tight

openihand comeW over the military." (2:97) This was apparent even in the ground war. William

Westmoreland, Commander of the U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), agreed

3 that the U.S. possessed sufficient military strength to assure the survival of South Vietnam as an

5 independent non-communist nation, but civilian leadership tied the hands of the military

Scommanders who were responsible for conducting the war. (9:5) Regarding the Rolling Thunder

air campaign from 1965-1967, LBJ continuously refused to grant military leaders permission to

execute appropriate military strategy that would have forced North Vietnam to the peace table.

Additionally: 1

Civilian bweaucrats in the Defense Department argued
that an all out cmpagn might widen the war and would
"transmit a signal of strength out of all proportion to the
limited objectives in South-East Asia, andforeclose the
promise of achijgAmerican goals at a relatively low
level of violence. (7:273)

Military strategy did not support political objectives. In Somalia, U.S. military leadership did not

have its hands tied as in Vietnam. When the U.S. led military force landed with the objectives of

guaranteeing distribution of food, I suggest that the military strategy was tailored to support the

objective. U.S. forces secured vital facilities, and operated under "fire first" rules of engagement,

"Allowing them to fire on anyone they consider a threat." (1:16)

The confu&on began when U.N. Secretary General Boutros-Ghali stated that "Disarming the

warlords is a prerequisite' to stability in the area." 0: 16) In May 93, after giving command of

the relief operation to the U.N. the U.S. considered the mission accomplished. The U.N., however,
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began a massive manhunt for Aidid. The U.S. had reduced the number of troops from 28,000 to

5,000, which may have been too low for such a manlunt. U.N. forces, commanded by Gen Cevik./

Bir of Turkey, intensified military operations, which culminated in -be deaths of 18 American

soldiers in October 93. (1:16) "

IAftr the U.N. assumed command of the operation, we can clearly see a military strategy that

did not support national objectives. Unlike Vietnam however, we initially had a viable military

strategy in Somalia, i.e. to support food distribution. Unfortunately we were not quick to recognize

I when the objectives changed. I have said earlier that military strategy must support national

objectives. When strategy does not support objectives it must be changed. Similarly, when

objectives are changed, it is critical to re-look the military strategy and modify it to support the new

I objectives. I contend we did not do this when the U.N. changed the objectives to capture Aidid.

i President Clinton summarized this point when he said, "The aggressive effort against the faction

leader Mohammed Farah Aidid never should have been allowed to supplant the political process

that was ongoing when we were in effective control up through last May." (7:1) L' ., -"

QUESTION #3: WHAT ARE THE LIMITS OF MILITARY POWER?

Prior to entering any conflicý it is necessary to make an accurate assessment of the limits of

the nation's and allies' military power. What are the limits on resources available? Is one limited

by military capabilities? Or, do international and domestic policies place a limit on military options?

(4:8) The above questions must be considered in terms of national objectives. It is possible that

I military power may be so limited as to prevent the accomplishment of specified objectives.

I
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In Viftun in late 1964, the Johnson administration became impatient in lack of progress that

was being made in persading North Vietnam to cease support of the Viet Cong. (3:49) After

considering options aginst the North, an "NSC working group" laid out three air options. The first

option (A) was unacceptable since it involved maintaining the status quo. The second option (B)

was not acceptable since it involved a heavy air assault that would continue until Hanoi agreed to

quit supporting the insurgency. This too proved unacceptable since although it had the highest

chance of achieving objectives, it might provoke Chinese intervention. Thus the final option (C),

a "milder campaign" that would stop when negotiations began, became the solution. (3:53) What

eventually resulted in February 1965 was "Rolling Thunder" which began as a graduated barrage

of attacks that slowly increased in intensity and distance north. (3:59)

Although designed to convince the North to stop providing support for the Viet Cong, the

campaign failed to exert enough pressure on the north Vietnamese. To summarize the limits the

Johnson administration placed on air power, Mark Clodfelter, in The Limits of Air Power. states:

hesdent Lyndon Johnson twned to air power to help
achieve his positive goal of an independent, stable,
non-Communist South Vietnam. At the same time, his
negative objectives-to prevent a third world war and
to keep both domestic and world public attention
focued aamyfirm Vietnam-limited Rolling Thunder.
Johnson believed that carefully controlled bombing
would ultimately compel Hanoi to end the war by
making it too costly. (3:204)

The second limit on U.S. military power concerned the South Vietnamese government. The U.S.

could not prevent the loss of South Vietnam to Communismn if its government did not have the

support of its own people. Senator Church argued in 1965, "...The hardfact is that there are limits

to what we can do in helping any Government surmount a Communist uprising. If the people
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themselves will not support the Government in power, we "cannot save it.. The Saigon Government

is losing the war...for lack of internal cohesion." (24:132)

In comparison, the U.S. military role in Somalia initially was limited to ensuring the

distribution of food. First, there were restraints outlined in the U.N. resolution and chapter VII of

the U.N. charter, which limited the rules of engagement. (14:8). Secondly, forces were there for

humanitarian purposes. Thirdly, troops were operating in highly populated urban areas which

severely limited the use of force. (14:8) Finally, in the summer of 1993 after U.N. Secretary

General Boutros-Ghall initiated the manhunt for Aidid, I submit that military power was limited by

lack of a government structure within Somalia to support such an operation. -

QUESTION #4: WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES?

There are many political, economic, diplomatic, and military alternatives in any conflict.

I will not discuss these options regarding Vietnam and Somalia. However in addressing alternatives

it is critical that we ask: How will we terminate the action, war, or conflict? Or in today's

terminology, what is our "exit strategy"? Concerning Vietnam, former President Nixon makes this

point painfully clear in his book, No More ViMs:

Our critical error was to ignore one of the iron laws
of war: Never go in without knowing how you are
going to get out. Successive American administrations
upped our commitment by increments-first in a&L /
then in noncombat advisors, and finally in combat
soldiers-without having clearly in mind how these
increases would achieve our goals. Policy makers
based their decisions on what was needed to prevent
defiat rather than what it would take to reach victory.
(20:46)
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Although this lesson was learned in the Vietnam he U.S. apparently forgot to

apply it in Somalia. I submit that without an exit strategy it is easy to become slowly drawn deeper

and deeper into conflict. The Clinton administration may have initially made this mistake. However

key mem',,ers of Congress had learned the exit strategy lesson from the Vietnam experience and

articulated their concerns. One of the leading critics of this open ended commitment, Senator John

McClain stated:

During the Vietnam War debate, the late Senator
Aiken said "It's time to declare victory and go
home." And that's clearly the case here. Our mission
that was supported by the majority of American
people was to keep a million Somalians from starving.
We did that. Now we seem to be in some kind of open
ended commitment: Nation building, restore law and
order, searching for warlords. And I think, there are
some Somalians who don't want us there. And
frankly, I don't want us there either. (16:7)

In Congressjmany were afraid of being slowly drawn into the conflict much like we were

drawn into Vietnam. The Clinton administr'ation was persuaded to begin examining options for

future peacekeeping missions. President Clinton summarized the new policy by saying:

The United States had begun asking tougher
questions about new peacekeeping missions, such as:
"Is there a real threat to international peace ? Does
the proposed mission have clear objectives? Can an
endpoint be identified..? How much will the mission
cost?" (16:7)

There was no clear exit strategy in Vietnam or Somalia. Without a clear exit strategy, it

becomes easy to lose sight of the objectives and popular support easily erodes.
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3 QUESTION #5: HOW STRONG IS THE HOME FRONT?.

Crowl calls it the home front. He asks further, "Does public opinion support the war and

the military strategy employed to fight it? How much stress can civilian society endure under the

I press esdem "ed?* (4:9) In Vietnam, the U.S. perceived itself as the world's policeman, engaged

3 in battle to protect a small country from Communism. The dangers of Communist aggression and

the Cold War had been ingrained in the minds of the American population. Therefore I submit there

was initially widespread support for our entrance into Vietnam. '

Likewise concerning our entrance into Somalia, I suggest the U.S. public perceived its

actions to feed the starving were morally correct. The Bush administration had clearly articulated

the objectives and the mission was considered a low threat, humanitarian mission with little chance

of escalation. Public support eroded in each conflict when American losses began to increase while

progress towards objectives stagnated. In Vietnam, Communist infiltration continued. In Somalia

objectives changed to manhunts and ration-building. Both conflicts were "limited action"

I situations. George Herring states that:

IOne of the movt important taAs of the commander in
chief in the U.S. is to generate and maintain public
swqport, and in a limited war this is especially hard to
do. Unlike his counterpma engaged in total war the
president cannot rally the nation to the war and
himself yet he must sustain public support. (2:9)

I Neither Presidents Johnson nor Clinton could maintain public support for conflicts in these

Sfar off lands where many began to realize they were not critical to national security while American

i lives were being lost. I suggest that future limited actions must be of short duration, with clearly

defined objectives and minimal casualties unless national survival is at stake.

I
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QUESTION #6: DOES TODAY'S STRATEGY OVERLOOK POINTS OF
DInFRF.RNCE AND EXAGGERATE POINTS OF LIKENESS
BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT?.

I suggest that this question asks one to consider lessons learned from previous conflicts, but

to expect that they may not always fully apply in the next conflict. I submit that by referring to

3 lessons learned from previous conflicts, one can spur creative thinking to arrive at better solutions

when dealing with new situations. That is what this article is about. I have attempted to high fight

issues that became problems in Somalia because the U.S. did not fully consider lessons of a similar

I conflict; namely Vietnam. The lessons illustrated here should be stored in one's memory for future

I reference.

I SUMMARY - LESSONS FOR FUTURE APPLICATION

Vietnam and Somalia; when we think of one conflict, what makes us think of the other? Is it

because both were civil conflicts in far off lands on the margins of U.S. national interests? Or, is

it because they were inherited by new administrations led by presidents who had little military

U experience and who were working aggressive domestic agendas?

I submit that my analysis suggests Vietnam and Somalia were cases where national objectives -

and military strategy became disconnected. The analysis using Crowl's questions suggests that both

conflicts were civil wars, making it very difficult to set achievable objectives. Key however, is that

3 once objectives were set, military strategy and power were limited to the extent that achieving the

objectives became impossible.

Again using the Vietnm Rolling Thunder campaign for illustration, military strategy and power

3 were 5inmted by an ad*'on that did not use its military expertise to design strategy that would
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achieve objectives. 1: ign's gradual increase in bombing intensity and frequent bombing

halts from 1965-1967 proved to be ineffective in persuading North Vietnam to cease its support of

the Viet Cong, which was a primary U.S. objective.

3 In Somalia, under U.N. control, the objectives were in fact expanded to pursue a renegade

3 leader after U.S. force numbers were reduced. I suggest that this acted to limit the capability of

military power to the point that capture of Aidid was unlikely. The disconnects between the

I objectives initially established by the Bush administration and later changed by the U.N., should

3 motivate U.S. senior leaders to look at how U.S. forces should play in future U.N. missions.

Peacekeeping roles, humanitarian missions and the radical increase in post Cold War cultural

conflicts, have made it much more difficult to cleanly enter, influence, and exit turbulent areas.

Regarding future conflicts, Samuel Huntington states:

Fundamental sources of conflict in this new world will not
beprnmmnty ideological orprimariy economic. The great
dvsions among humanknd and the dominating source ofI the conflict will be cultural. (11: 23)

Huntington says that countries will more likely be defined by their culture and civilization. He

U further defines civilization as a "cultural entity which includes villages, regions, ethnic groups and

religions." (11:23) I suggest that when we compare Vietnam and Somalia to Huntington's views,

they display characteristics of conflicts we will see in the future.

I In dealing with future conflicts of this nature I submit that there are new questions we should

3 ask before committing U.S. forces:

1. Is the conflict or action trulyin US. national interests?

a. If the action is und'r U..N ces, do'U.N objectives align with U.S. national interests?
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2. What wre the jWamW an cultural om~ia in the conflict? Do the forces at odds

uactually vat the conflict to be resolved?

3. Does ac pishing the objectives present an exit option?

U Rtegarding the first question, before entering any future conflict, we must determine if it is

3 actually within our national interests. This was an easier question te answer prior to the Soviet

Union's disintegration where any Communist expansion involved national interest. Currently there

are regional conflicts involving atrocities that y 1,e to our human values, but serve few U.S.

3 national interests. If a conflict is not within our national interest, we need to stay out of it.

Additionally, if a proposed U.N. objective conflicts with U.S. national interests, then the U.S. is

obligated to protest the objectives and, if necessary withdraw involvement in the operation.

Regarding my second question, U.S. leadership must become better versed in history and

Scultural aspects of the parties in conflict. I conend we did not do this well in Vietnam or Somalia.

This knowledge will help determine if the conflict is civil or a centuries long feudal contest. If the

I conflict has been ongoing for decades or centuries with no indications that the parties desire realistic

3 solutions, then military intervention is not likely to provide a solution with a viable exit option.

Concerning objectives, in future conflicts we must tie exit strategies to objectives. Do the .

objectives offer an exit potential? Or, after these objectives are accomplished, will the original

reason for entering the conflict still exist. I suggest that it is necessary to ask this question since, in

regional conflicts and peacekeeping efforts, it may be hard to determine if the objectives have been

permanently achieved, or whether the solution is a temporary one.

3 In closing, Jay Luvaas states in his article, "Military History: Is It Still Practicable?", that:

Perhaps the most frequent error in the abuse of
history is to take historical examples out of context.
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SI,,
3Owe removedfroim its hstorical context, which is

ahivys umqw, a batde...ceases to offer meanwngful
lesonssfrom hisovy....if thre is a lesson here...it is
sihqy tha solu ,ns to problems are not to be viewed
a InWchangeabk part (15:3)I

In comparing Vietnam and Somalia and discussmg similarities and lessons learned, it is important

I that we conider what Luvass says in the above quote. We cannot directly apply every lesson leaned

3in Vietnam to Somalia and to new regional conflicts. Rather, knowledge of lessons learned from

previous conflicts will allow us to meet these new conflicts with a heightened awareness of what has

worked in the pas.

3In the preceding paragraphs I have shown areas where we repeated mistakes of the Vietnam

conflict in Somala It is apparent that U.S. senior leadership could have considered lessons learned

in Vietnam and applied them when considering options in Somalia. Sometimes we may have to say,

S"Deja Vu." If we have to say "Deja Vu all over again," because we refuse to learn from past

mistakes, then in Hwary Summers' view, it becomes farce. (23:16)

{L
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